Fig. 1.—Headdress for dinner, or a reception. Barbes of ribbon and white lace, the lace barbe being made by uniting a wide edging; loops of grosseille ribbon; rosettes of grosseille velvet ribbon.

Fig. 2.—Charlotte Corday cap of lace and ribbon; the body of the cap spotted thistle; the borders blonde; pale gold-colored satin ribbon; a yellow rose, with wheat-ears, to the left.

Fig. 3.—Evening headdress. A circular band of green velvet, on which are placed thick rosettes of black lace; jet drops fall from the lower portion of the wreath thus formed.

Fig. 4.—Band of fuchsia-colored velvet, edged on each side with black lace; a rosette of black lace at each end, with a gilt or jet pin knob in the centre.